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When Tenpin decided to reconfigure the 
layout of its leisure complex in Hounslow and 
embark on a complete refurbishment of the 
premises, it was in need of practical flooring 
that could cope with a high level of footfall, 
and was also available in a vibrant selection  
of colours. 

The Tenpin branding had 
recently undergone a refresh 
with the new logo including 
a brighter secondary colour 
palette with pinks, purples  
and oranges. 

London-based design agency 
Dover Design was enlisted to 
create a dynamic environment 
in keeping with the updated 
branding, that conveyed a lively 
sense of energy and fun.  
The Amtico Signature 
collection was used in the 

approach to the lanes to 
direct the bowler to the game, 
while also making the players’ 
zones distinct from one 
another. 

Throughout the rest of the 
facility, Amtico Carpet tiles 
were used as they are hard 
wearing, easy to replace and 
allowed the design team to 
create specific zones.

Spacia Honey Oak (Background), Signature Mumbai, Sevilla, Helsinki (Foreground)



Signature is our flagship 
collection of 163 
products: 69 Woods, 43 
Stones and 51 Abstracts. 

This sophisticated collection 
combines original palettes, 
distinctive patterns and 
stunning details. 

The design-led, high-
performance LVT products 
have a total thickness of 
2.5mm and a 1mm wear layer. 
Signature Products also carry  
a 20 year warranty.

Tenpin, London

Featured Products:

Amtico Carpet 
collection, comprises  
12 collections, 23 designs 
and 121 colourways in  
2 easy to install modular 
sizes.

They offer impactful flooring 
alongside excellent fade 
resistance, soil resistance 
and texture retention. These 
qualities are bolstered by a 
specialised bleach resistant 
technology that resists 
fade-out bleach spills and 
splashes. Amtico Carpet tiles 
are supplied with a 10 year 
warranty.

Designed to last, Amtico 
Spacia comprises 104 
products and patterns 
across Wood, Stone and 
Abstract palettes that 
deliver exceptional floors. 

The Spacia collection of 
products offers design-led 
quality along with superb 
durability, thanks to a 0.55mm 
performance wear layer. Helsinki
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Amtico Signature proved the 
perfect solution for the project 
as the designers were able to 
create their own bespoke laying 
pattern. The brightly coloured 
tiles were shaped into triangles, 
to establish zones between each 
bowling station, and create 
arrows indicating the direction 
of play. 

Amtico Carpet tiles were used to 
create the illusion of pathways 
through the layout to help visitors 
find their way to the different 
zones.

Interspersing random tiles into 
a field of plain colour helps to 
create interest and break up a 
space. 

Bespoke

Laying Pattern
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“This scheme is all about energy, colour and 
movement and the Amtico Signature collection 
was perfect for this. The LVT flooring was cut into 
triangles that direct the bowler to the game and 
distinguish the player zones.

“The Amtico Carpet tiles allowed us to introduce a 
slight variation within the grey palette in order to 
indicate route ways around the layout. We used 
lighter greys with the darker carpet tiles to direct 
customers to the reception.

“For us, the whole process went seamlessly. We 
have worked with Amtico products before and will 
definitely be specifying them again in the future.”
Laura Fenner
Dover Design
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